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THE HARBOUR
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‘What if the problem is me?’
An uncomfortable, key
question for leaders

26 	Emotional Ignorance needs a book
27

20 Reasons why I trust you

28

Bring ‘character’ back

30 	Pilot or pastor? From the No

Nonsense Francis School of Leadership

50 	The many ‘me’ inside Me need

some discovery: have a go
They all seem to come for dinner

51 	Heaven is empty of self-centred people
52	There are good leaders, excellent
leaders, and Gold leaders
This is what Gold looks like

54 	Leadership dialects: you are

supposed to join a party, but
don’t get an invitation

56 	The leader as a blank screen,
on which others project

58	‘Human’ and ‘leadership’

can go together by inviting
our demons for dinner

32 	His greatest success was not to fail
33 	Do visionary leaders nominate
non-visionary successors?

34

In doubt, make it personal

60 	Why people ‘with leadership traits’
don’t become leaders

62	‘Self, us and now’: the very old,

uncomfortable trio for a modern
look at leadership

36 	The death of the charismatic leadership
has been grossly exaggerated

38

The era of Narcissus

64	There is something only you can do:
be yourself Everything else can
be outsourced

40 	Leadership’s hearing problems
41 	5 things very successful leaders

66	My contradictions are my friends,

42	To be a better leader, take

68 	My shopping list for new leaders:

have in common

a holiday from yourself

44	Choosing between honest arrogance
and hypocritical humility

46	Leadership is a social concept, not
an individual trait. But we are
fascinated by the individual stock

48 	Your most important list of personal
assets. Take time. Now?
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and they come with me as leader

OXFORD,
BLACKWELL'S
82

 ive spaces that the organizational
F
leader needs to design and nurture

84

‘The things you do not have
to say make you rich’
13

85
86
88
90

‘You don’t have to attend every
argument to which you are invited’
 6th Century Leadership Manual
A
starts with the word ‘Listen!
 or leadership, look around,
F
not in research papers
 he three ‘magic’ words:
T
transparency, clarity and fairness

112

114	
All thoughts come out of silence.

of things, but who think they
have a lot of it, are the ones
who fear losing control the most

118 	‘A desk is a dangerous place

from which to view the world’

It’s official: the single, magic
bullet that characterises
good leadership is to back off

98	
Leadership’s Splendid Expeditions
100

101
102

‘I told them once; they didn’t
understand. I told them twice;
they didn’t understand.
I told them three times
and I understood’.

Leaders, handle with care

122 	Human behaviour laws are unfair.

Positive or negative consequences
are disproportionate to the causes.
Get used to it as leader.

124

126

‘Grasp the facts, misses the meaning’:
The Leadership Dyslexia upon us
It takes only one question to know
about your model of leadership
(and there is always an alternative
question, just in case)

128

 he collaboration of rivals is always
T
the strongest. Try it!

130

‘Leave it with me’ is a magic
behaviour. Spontaneous ‘jumping in’
and helping, if widespread, is like
winning the lottery.

106 	
The moral choices of leadership,
courtesy of Pedro, my taxi
driver in Panama

108

Lead in Poetry, manage in Prose

110

‘The tyranny of the moment’.
Liberating Leaders Wanted.
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 eadership and the art of
L
managing disappointments
 eflection is subversive.
R
Uprise! Slow down!

104 	
‘If you want to revenge

14

 he most powerful leadership
T
instructions are the ones
that are unsaid

127

someone, prepare two graves’.
On leadership and digging.
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 0 reasons why leaders need
1
to focus on the (unmanaging
of the) informal organization

CADAQUÉS,
EL MARITIM
146

If I were the CEO’s speechwriter
for a day, this is the speech
I would pass on

148

Imperfect data, imperfect
instructions, low predictability,
high trust: just a model for
business (from boat racing)

120 	
Certainty is addictive.

The Border Diet

96

138

 or any ‘what you say’ there
F
are always many ‘how you say it’.
Impact is in the how.

116 	
Leaders who have little control

93 	
3 versions of speed
94 	
10 Rules of Self-Survival:

136

Leadership development may
turn out to be free after all.

92 	
Trust is like pregnancy.

You can’t have a bit of it.

‘The top leaders are not specific,
they don’t tell us what they expect’.
This is very good news.

132

 our mental frame, as defined
Y
by words, will dictate your
actions. Even your values.
Words are dictators.

134 	
Bold leadership pays off.

It can also be killed by those
who are highly paid to be
professionally afraid.

162 	
Shifting the narrative: one of
the finest roles of leadership

164	
Thinking leadership in terms
of legacy. There will be one.

166 	
Where there is too much vision,
people perish faster

167 	
Seducing minds versus hiring
people. Just imagine.

168 	
Authentically disruptive
170 	
Iconic leadership: the illusion
of copying a one-off

172 	
The 3 grand ‘D’s’ (‘direction,

discovery and destiny’), also have
their 3 little but powerful ‘d’ sisters

174 	
Manage the inevitable, lead
the unpredictable, allow
yourself to do both

150 	
‘I am the captain. We are on
a collision course’

151 	
Three ways to get approval
from your CEO or your
leadership team

152	
The indecision is final. Keep

176 	
The best organizational model
is the one that has more than
one under the roof

178 	
A 3-point leadership strategy
for your transformation,
small T, big T

calm and wait for the next.

154 	
The leader who said, ‘make
your numbers’ instead of,
‘have a good trip back’

180 	
Competing on mistakes
182

‘Getting out of the way’,
as a leadership strategy

legacy is not retrospective. We build
it daily, so we’d better test it.

183

If you need to parachute help,
send builders, not problem solvers

158 	
Management is political campaigning

184

 ave your big white board of
H
distractions in front. Keep
your list very fresh. Then,
execute the strategy.

160 	Top leadership needs to

186

 hen your organisation not
W
only has good leadership but
is a leadership lab, a live school
for leaders, we are talking
serious cutting edge

156 	
History is constructed the leader’s

inside. Leadership is winning
campaigns. Warning: this
statement will be dismissed.

role model, lead by example
and live the values. Now that
we have said it, can we please
stop talking about it?

15

188 	
Thought leadership is making

people think, or there is not much
thought or leadership. Maybe
journalistic leadership?

190

the same, fire one of them

194 	
The journey: for a Himalayan

trip, trust a few good shepherds.
Including your company Himalayas.

197

 ll the roads lead to Rome,
A
but mind the axle of the car
 Questions robots ask
5
(how to spot a robot, since
they are coming)

198 	
Organizational decluttering:

a crusade in waiting that may
need you as leader

244

is simply bad management

216

Write a script, not a strategic plan

192 	If you have two guys who think

196

215 	
Prolonged agony in reorganizations

218

 eadership in organizations is about
L
mobilizing people. The leader is
a ‘social arsonist’.
I’m now of an age when I only want
to work with people who want
to change the world

220 	
Framing is a leadership must
226	
Management technique:
the transplant

228 	
We need the aliens. Everybody
needs aliens. Smart aliens who
can ask questions and open
pandora boxes for us.

246

250 	The leader is not an answerphone.
Or a help desk.

251

When necessary use words

252

 he inevitability principle is inevitably
T
wrong. Leaders must avoid it.

254 	Reinventing management is

206

I’ll say it again: people are not
resistant to change

236 	
Oh, mental frames! How easy

208

The tragedy of the obvious

237

209

In management of change, as
in leadership of organizations,
‘every day is election day’

 eadership: the way of the cat
L
and the way of the monkey

238

 eadership is an amoral praxis. How
L
about this to start a conversation?

210

 he tragedy of the obvious, part 2.
T
The obvious things in ‘management
of change’ (and still we can’t
see the donkeys)

212 	
3 Inconvenient truths about
leadership and change

214

16

Leaders, dealers and dreamers
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 o hiding leadership: ‘we are
N
the ones we’ve been waiting for.
We are the change that we seek’.
leadership notes on the road

to create misery!

240 	
Management upside down:

global is local, leadership goes
grassroots, top is at the bottom
and traditional management
needs a retirement party.

242

 ithin us, between us and
W
around us. The only 3 chapters
of psychology and the only
3 modules of leadership
development.

274

256

 he ‘research’ for the real-real
T
unique attributes of world class
leadership is embarrassing

SANTIAGO DE
COMPOSTELA,
PRAZA DO
OBRADOIRO
264

 hen management is overweight,
W
leadership may be starving

266

 ackstage Leadership™ is key to
B
collective leadership, a cornerstone
of the modern organization

267

 eadership is not an HR topic.
L
It’s also not outsourceable.
You are stuck with it.

268 	
All teams with a ‘sell-by-date’
270

Intolerance, Diversity and Exclusion:
It’s behavioural!

‘It’s about you, and between
you (not us at the top,
not the leadership team)’

276 	
Great players, great training,
wrong game

278

‘Paths, not works’. A philosopher’s
metaphor that explains our
leadership challenges well.

280 	
Pope Francis’ description

of the 15 diseases of the
Catholic Church administration
apparatus (Curia) says a lot
about the universal traps
of human organizations

reinventing the skill set. It’s urgent,
and the answers are elsewhere, not
in traditional management practices.

Convenient split, but unreal.
Leadership is neither hard nor soft.

234

Leadership 1 (Hierarchical
power in the organization
is half of the ‘peer-to-peer’
power)

Let’s try this mental model.

232 	
The soft stuff and the hard stuff.

SALAMANCA,
PLAZA MAYOR

272 	
Top Influencers 2, Top

20 Rules of leadership

248 	
Leadership scaffolding.

230 	
Have you heard the one about the
three envelopes? There is a whole
theory of management behind it.

 he pilgrimage to the top
T
of the leadership mountain
to ask for permission, blessings
and a bit of gratification

284 	
But what do they think?

What do they want us to do?
Why don’t they just tell us?

286

The Twenty Percenters

287

 he organization’s collective
T
self-belief is often hidden.
Leaders need to hear the unsaid.

288 	
From ‘us and them’ to ‘us

with them’. Don’t kill the ‘us’
on behalf of a fictitious ‘global’

290 	
Blasting middle management

is a sign of leadership incompetence

292 	
Navel-gazing (Nombrilisme

in French, sounds much better)
is constant in the organization.
The issue is not to deny it,
but to fight it.

294

 anagement: by invitation.
M
Unbundle reporting lines
and management teams.
17

297 	
The problem with too many

322

decisions pushed up to the top
of the organization usually lies with
those at the top who complain most

298
300

 0 reasons why you should retire
1
‘Passion’ from your value system
I wouldn’t hire anybody who is likely
to follow the job description

302 	
Employee loyalty is a plural.

LA HABANA,
PARQUE CENTRAL
330

Leadership is the host of that
plurality, always an irrational mix.

304 	
Reclaiming the human values

332

language for the corporate world

 on’t let the expression ‘this is just
D
business’ be synonymous for inhuman.
Business? Not in my name.
Could the ‘global teenager’
teach us about ‘global leadership’?

If leadership in organizations
followed some ‘activism rules’;
not standard management logic.
Here is one rule.

333 	
Don’t trust armchair critics,

308

‘The conference’: Tribes
talking to themselves

334 	
Competition glorified: you are

310

 he 7 Habits of Highly Effective
T
Killers (in the organization)

312

Do competence-based
management and leadership
systems create better managers
or leaders? (Sorry for the
inconvenient question)

306

314

 rchaeologists usually don’t
A
build houses. We have lots of
archaeologists on the payroll.

316 	
An enlightened top leadership

is sometimes a fantastic alibi for
a non-enlightened management
to do whatever they want

reformers and broadcasters
of leadership who don’t know
what a dry cleaners is

not a student, employee or citizen,
you are a contestant

336

 he video and the audio of
T
empowerment are out of sync

337

 aturday poem for leaders
S
who don’t read poems

338

339

and as inspiring as Clinical
Isolation Units
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I make my best clients restless.
I make the others comfortable.
packages to buy and use.
There can’t be such a thing
as an off-the-shelf Leadership
Development Programme.

have never licked a stamp?

320 	
Some workplaces are ‘non-places’

‘If you put the federal
government in charge of
the Sahara Desert, in 5 years
there’d be a shortage of sand’

344

‘We have no time’ people and
‘there is plenty of time’ people,
share the same sixty-minute hour

345

It’s still Day One: the winning
philosophy of Day Two and
Day Two Thousand

346

342

friends, the monks’, secret
weapon: the asterisk. I want
Leadership with tons of them

 y top 5 Leadership questions
M
at the top of the agenda

348

 he ‘Call me Peter’ School
T
of Leadership

350

	The

352

 he ‘Great Man’ model
T
of leadership is alive and well,
despite largely exaggerated
accounts of its death

370

global, and I want to go home

was not in the script

372 	
7 Rules to negotiate and lead
(and control your destiny).
Number 5 is the tricky one.

373

 he best question is the one
T
which has no answer

374

‘Our best days are yet to come.
Our proudest moments are yet
to be. Our most glorious
achievements are just ahead’.

376

 ood leaders are a bit like corporate
G
anthropologists, without the six
months in Tanzania

377 	
Three magic questions for leaders
378

A model of leadership that
requires a mirror.

‘What is in it for me?’ Don’t answer
that for anybody

379

 ay I introduce you to our worst
M
enemy? The word average.

 he tragedy of corporate
T
shallowness. A call to wake up

380

 he arithmetic of suffering is flawed.
T
Leave the tape measure at the door.

356 	
The Leader with Seven Faces.

358

360 	
Stop press: The C-suite people,
and top leadership, major
problem revealed

362

 he formula about what to
T
do when ‘leadership does
not get it’, finally revealed

364

‘You can have any colour of leadership
as long as it is white’. This is our ‘Ford
translation’ in organizations.

366 	
A tsunami of navel-gazing,

force 11, is impacting business,
society and politics. And
individual identity

	My

368

 orporate grammar could learn from
C
Obama’s spelling guidelines

371 	
Martin Luther King’s ‘I have a dream’

leadership team tipping point:
the arrow points South

354 	The world is flat, leadership is

340 	
There are off-the-shelf accounting

318 	
How many people on your payroll

18

 ome company cultures are works
S
of fiction. Some leadership teams
‘harrypotter’ a narrative that nobody
else recognises.

Is leadership so elusive? Or only
in the hands of academics?

382 	
Going back to normal post Covid-19,
when normal is not waiting for us

384 	
Solidarity as a form of organizational
culture is both a soft label and a
secret weapon

386 	
The 6 stages of management

teams. The origin and evolution
of these species on one page.

388 	
No milk, no honey, enjoy the journey
390 	
What I learnt from the monks:

a little anthropology of leadership
and space on one page

396

PLACES
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BASE CAMP
Philosopher Martin Heidegger requested before his death that the
collection of his writings be called ‘paths, not works’. He had used the
word ‘paths’ several times. It provides, according to some interpreters
of his ‘works’, an image of ‘leading’ but not necessarily to anywhere in
particular; like many paths do in the woods.
The great Spanish poet Antonio Machado said it well in one of his most acclaimed poems. It would
read in English something like this: ‘Walker, there is no path, you make the path by walking’.
The allegory of the path, whether Machado’s path making or Heidegger’s ‘paths, not works’, is a
good metaphor for leadership. I really believe that cartography and leadership are twin sisters.
Pilgrimage is also another good metaphor for the leadership journey, a journey that can be done in
solitude but also accompanied by followers. The pilgrimage has both the personal and the collective,
all in one. The journey contains all sorts of challenges and discoveries for the pilgrim, as it does for the
leader. The difference in the pilgrimage is that it has a fixed destination. But arriving is never landing
by helicopter. You have to walk, to go, to move, bit by bit, and then sense, learn, live.
Every year, about 300,000 people walk the Camino de Santiago (The Way of St James) a network
of routes starting in France or Portugal, or Spain itself, and that ends in Santiago de Compostela, in
Galicia, Spain. Probably a minority will walk the ‘required’ last 100 km on pure religious grounds. But
most will talk later about the transformative effects of the Camino, the route, the pilgrimage.
Constantine P. Cavafy is one of my favourite poets, and Ithaca my favourite one. He describes the
perils of the journey to the mythical Ithaca. A destination. ‘Keep Ithaca always in your mind. Arriving
there is what you’re destined for’. But he says that most of those perils may be in your head. And then
he recommends to take your time, not to rush, go slowly, stop in all the ports, learn from the locals,
and buy their perfumes. And he warns, maybe when you finally get to Ithaca, you’ll be disappointed.
It has nothing to offer compared with all you’ve learnt and lived and changed. ‘Wise as you will have
become, so full of experience, you will have understood by then what these Ithacas mean’.
Good leaders are good path makers. Sometimes the journey is not clear. The destination may still
be ambiguous. Again, it’s all about cartography. For me, a leader is the cartographer in chief who,
whilst walking with others, also becomes an architect and a builder. If this is about journeys, and
maps, and building, and Cavafy’s ‘enter (ing) harbours you’re seeing for the first time and stopping
at Phoenician trading stations, to buy fine things’, then there is almost no end to it.
On my imaginary journey inside my head, I took notes and articulated ideas. Most became a Daily
Thought, a blog I have been running for years. This is a collection of those notes. Don’t look for
Harvard here, there are only harbours and other places that have generously adopted the content
between them.

20
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In this Camino of mine, I have also learnt to spot the real things, the fundamentals, the rocks. These
are my Rules. A small collection of warnings, strong views and discoveries that I do not intend to be
transferable. After all, the journey is not transferable, nobody can walk the Camino for you. Liberated
by the idea that I don’t need to impart universal wisdom to end in a sterile case study and that I can
share these rules like one shares a meal without having to explain the chemistry of the ingredients,
here they are, still full of dust from my journey. The one I have only just begun.

1. Earn credibility all the time. Stocks deplete easily.
2. Act as if you do not have anything to lose.
3. Be unreasonable in your demands, the reasonable ones are taken.
4. Detect bullshit and become proficient at detecting it. Then, protect yourself and others.
5. Exercise provocation with panache and respect. Aim at being appreciated, not hated, for it.
6. D on’t be a provocateur, rebel, maverick, contrarian or challenger for the sake of it.
Have a good ‘because’ ready.

7. Infect others, don’t do it alone.
8. B e restless, be uncomfortable (and foolish and hungry and the rest…). They’re the
only things that confirm that you are alive.

9. Watch your ego. Most of the time it is not your friend. Rule of thumb, most of the time
it’s not about you.

10. Never settle for one possibility only.
11. D on’t waste your time managing the ‘inevitable’. There is a lot of ‘possible’ waiting for a leader.
Look for what would not happen without you.

12. Seek unpredictable answers. The predictable ones are already seeking you.
13. D on’t be against anything. Don’t create enemies. The exceptions are mediocrity
and dishonesty.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Write down your little bit of daily legacy in a secret little book.
T here is only one test: what will you tell the children? (that you do, you did, you didn’t do).
M
 ore important than what you say is what people hear when you are saying it.
P ractice ‘I don’t know’, possibly followed by ‘and I don’t think you know either, so let’s figure it out’.
M
 ake things happen first, then clean up the process for the next time. In that order.
T he unexamined leadership, like the unexamined life, is not worth living.
P lay as many roles as you want, but never a victim or an enemy. Both being ‘victim’
or ‘enemy’, requires your full consent.

Off to the next harbour.
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Kinvara,
The Harbour
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His greatest success
was not to fail

Do visionary leaders nominate
non-visionary successors?
Hardly a question I can answer with statistics, but
I would tend to agree. An article written by Steve Blank
on Quartz.com points in that direction although only

Many people, many of them in high managerial positions, succeed by
avoiding failure. They become unmemorable by design. A new head
teacher was appointed in an important school. The press went back to
past pupils and asked what they remembered of him: ‘he fell downstairs
once’. A new pharma R&D leader is nicknamed ‘The Chronic Survivor’
because everybody else in his top team has left or been fired but
he managed to survive unscathed from all the storms. People can’t
remember any mistake he has ever made. People can’t remember
anything, period, other than the fact that he survives.

These two vignettes are real and part
of my past experience. Many leaders may
remain unnoticed and in the unmemorable
category. They are squatters in the
organizational chart. ‘What do you
want to be remembered for?’ is a crucial
question we don’t ask often enough.

citing two iconic companies.

This is how it goes:
Apple. Visionary Jobs innovates
and innovates. Followed by Cook,
non-visionary, not really new
products, certainly not à la Jobs.
Microsoft. Visionary and
innovator Gates is followed by
non-visionary not innovating,
revenue super boosting Ballmer.
Here’s the good news: followed by
Nadella, visionary again and new
innovations coming out.
Hardly a scientific experiment, but
it made me think. I’ve seen these
alternations in small scale again
and again, more of the Apple type
than the Microsoft, that in fact has
gone back to the core and soul of
the company as Nadella puts it in
his book Hit Refresh.
I think the article is harsh with

32
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Cook and Ballmer, The Great
Successors, but there is
something there.
For whatever it’s worth I think
that visionary leaders should be
followed by visionary leaders. It is
not true, for example, that there
isn’t another Jobs. There is, they’re
just called something else.
What the organization needs
is a simple and healthy internal
balance between vision and
execution, the latter not at the
expense of compromising
the former.
Are we following here too much
a form of the Great Man Theory
of History? Perhaps. But the
observations by Steve Blank
made me think.
Rambling, yet it makes me think.
33

In doubt,
make it personal
Invited to present at TEDx East London, I had lots
of conversations with its wonderful Curator Maryam
Pasha. The theme of the TEDx was ‘Society Beyond
Borders’. I had a flow of ideas about how the digital
world has forced a redefinition of borders and the
consequent paradoxes: the end of space and time that
does not increase our proximity; hyper-connectivity
that does not make us hyper-collaborative, etc.

Option A’s end was clear, but
Option B’s ending was fuzzy, more
of a nagging problem in my head:
adolescents living in that world of
full disclosure, the relinquishing of
privacy, the cult of transparency,
identity in cyberspace, etc. My old
psychiatric hat was nagging me too
much to let me avoid these themes.
I did offer Maryam both Option
A and Option B, quite convinced

I had a clear idea of the first part
of the flow of the talk. What was
less clear to me was ‘Part 2’ or the
‘So what?’. Like those TV contests,
some movies and some video
games, I had two possible endings
for the script. I could go for the
logical ‘commercial’ side easily. After
all, my consulting work has to do
with large scale behavioural change
and we use the power of peer-topeer influence as a currency. We

34
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that A (the logical, commercial,
well-crafted version) would win. I
was wrong. In her gentle and firm
curatorship, I was directed towards
the corridor of my unfinished
thoughts. ‘Make it personal’, she
said. The same week I had a chat
with a business partner and I shared
with him my dilemma. He asked me
straight: ‘Where is your heart?’ I
confessed, B. ‘Well, no brainer
then, that would be You talking!’.

know about networks and human
connectivity. This is natural territory
for me. Or I could perhaps go for
a more personal side: the liabilities
of a lack of borders for the Self and
the Soul in the new digital world.
In praising ‘no borders’ (‘Anything
without Borders’ has a head start),
we have forgotten the dangers of

Yes, personal wins. Personal won on the day.
It was good advice for when in doubt.
I should have known … but I needed a good curator
and a good business partner to take me
to the more difficult and less
obvious option.

full disclosure of the Self that many
people seem so comfortable with.

35

The death of the
charismatic leadership has
been grossly exaggerated
As Mark Twain said of himself, ‘The death of the charismatic leader
has been grossly exaggerated’. The problem is that ‘charisma’
has changed its face. Many years ago, charismatic leadership
sounded loud. A charismatic leader was supposed to mesmerise,
exhibit exuberant passion (stereotype of the American leader?), be
extraordinarily persuasive (would sell ice to Eskimos) and be able
to command an almost unconditional following. Of course, I am
in caricature mode here. It took a lot of time to realise that many
exceptional leaders, according to this profile, were not charismatic at all.

Perhaps charismatic leadership today has a different profile. His or
her inspiration comes from being emotionally and socially brilliant.
The new charismatic leader sees and feels the social environment
around them, they ‘get’ the people and the dynamics of the
organization. He or she is a master of giving the stage to others,
something that I have described as Backstage Leadership™.
Above all, the new charismatic leaders have less of a ‘push’ style
(messaging) and are more able to ‘pull’ behaviours around him.
They would be firm and visible but also far more humble.

36
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I have a little rule of thumb about trust and charismatic leadership.
The old type sometimes used to trigger feelings such as: ‘he is
brilliant, great charisma, I am not sure I trust him, though’. The new
type produces first an ‘I trust this guy’, and then other traits follow.
Don’t look for any science behind my rule.
Perhaps new forms of charisma have been evolving all the time,
but the death of charisma itself has been grossly exaggerated.

It reminds me of an old thing when I started medical school. Students
used to repeat (and shout) the mantra; ‘we don’t want magisterial
lectures’ – the ones given by chair professors in front of hundreds
of people for sixty minutes or so, non-stop, in huge amphitheatres,
as was the norm. I always thought that the main reason for disliking
them, was because we did not have good ‘magisters’. Had we had
good ones, I personally would not have minded at all.
I wonder whether the fall from grace of
the charismatic leader (as has been the case
in recent years) has to do with the scarcity of them.
Just a thought.
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The era of Narcissus
In Greek mythology, Narcissus fell in love with himself
when looking at his own image reflected in the water.
It was, of course, all Nemesis’ fault, who had noticed
Narcissus’ fondness for himself and took him to
a pool of water where Narcissus discovered how
beautiful he really was. He died, admiring himself,
stuck looking at that pool.

That was when the Selfie was born,
but, of course, neither Narcissus
nor Nemesis had a chance to
patent this new concept. Narcissus
did not have a smartphone to take
a picture of himself, just the water
as a high resolution camera.
Never in history has humankind
had the opportunity to be
more self-centred. The instant
broadcasting of ‘Me’, plus the
colossal interconnectedness
between individuals, coupled
with ‘the end of distance’, ‘the
end of time’, and the ubiquitous
social media, makes Narcissus’
possibilities unlimited. The new
digital world is a Narcissus pool of
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water of pan-galactic dimensions.
What is the point of posting that
you’ve just arrived at Frankfurt
airport and it’s raining? Or posting
a picture of your bowl of cereal
on the breakfast table? Perhaps
pictures of yourself looking
at yourself via your iPhone?
Downloading an entire dictionary
of quotations, one quote an hour
on Twitter? Checking in with
yourself? The point? To reaffirm
your own existence, I suppose.
(Nothing as irritating as David
Cameron, when UK Prime Minister,
congratulating the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge on the

birth of their newborn baby, via
a post on … LinkedIn!).

they can see in their
smartphone screen.

‘Come on!’, my Jiminy Cricket/
Pepe Grillo says, tapping on
my shoulder. And, as with
the conscience of the Disney
character, Pinocchio, I must pay
attention to him. ‘Ease up!’, he
says, ‘it’s all good. It’s all sharing.
You use social media too Leandro
(yes I do, modestly, but not on the
cereals side) and you write and
broadcast Daily Thoughts (yes,
until I stop making sense)’. OK,
I’ll ease up now.

As I flip screens on my MacBook
Air on a quiet Saturday morning,
I see the world around me. One
Facebook screen shows three
selfies of ‘friends’ last night after
a few drinks. Next screen is the
BBC’s news on Ebola and some
Dantesque pictures in Africa.
A twitter feed has just popped
up with somebody I don’t know
telling me that ‘He has absolutely
zero motivation this morning’.
Another screen on The Guardian
online shows me an article entitled
‘Big pharma has an interest in
rich people being sick’. An alien,
just landed, would say: ‘What kind
of mad world is this?’

I still worry about the self-centrism
that we are generating. I must
confess I worry less about adults
taking pictures of themselves
‘because they can’ than kids
learning that the centre of the
Universe is that image that

OK, this is my world this morning.
Mad.

Perhaps taking pictures of
oneself is not so bad after all.
But, of me? Don’t even think about it.
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